On Trend: Cluster Lighting
Cluster Lighting is a brilliant way to make an individual statement in your
interior, putting a modern twist on the traditional chandelier. Helping to
add elegance and luxury, they are the perfect lighting option for hotel
interiors. By choosing a few smaller lights and grouping them together,
you can create something really striking and unique, without the costs
associated with traditional chandeliers.

For a modern-day take on the chandelier, take inspiration from
Industville’s Brooklyn 5 Wire Pendants. Offering a huge amount of
flexibility, hotel designers can choose from a range of options to really
make the design their own and create something unique. A wide variety
of flex colours and lengths are available, meaning lights can be spread
across the ceiling. To make a statement in your hotel, place them in a
hallway or long drop stairwell, the more traditional looped arrangement
makes an eye-catching feature. There is also a huge choice of shades
and bulbs, with the bare bulb look being a particular favourite at the

moment. This looks particularly interesting when different shaped bulbs
are mixed and matched as in the example below left.

If you prefer something a little more uniform, then look no further than
the Globe Clusters. These elegant lights are available in brass, copper or
pewter and look fabulous in one colourway or with mixed colours.
Depending on the size of your space and ceiling height, you may wish to
opt for a cluster of 3, 5 or 7 globes. Each light comes with a 2m twisted
flex per drop, allowing a variety of attractive formations to be created.

The Sleek is another excellent option for creating the ‘barely there’ nude
bulb look and is available in pewter, brass and copper. This simplistic,
modern design really puts the focus on the bare bulb and looks stunning
when used in clusters of 3, 5 or 7 with a ceiling rose. With so many bulb
shapes available such as globe, pear, classic and tube, each design can
end up looking really quite different depending on the options chosen.

Another form of cluster is the popular grouping of singular lights, which
works really well over tables, especially in hotel restaurants. Rather than
a single ceiling rose which houses multiple pendants, each of the lights
has their own ceiling rose, which are spaced evenly apart. Three is often
the preferred number and creates a pleasing symmetry in the room.

With so many options available, understandably, some customers may
require a little guidance and the Industville team are always on hand to
help. Offering expert advice and a bespoke design service, customers and
hotel interior designers can create a unique piece of lighting that will be
made just for them.
Many of the light fittings also come with matching wall lights allowing you
to create a seamless look throughout a room or hotel. For those
preferring something a little quirkier, you could also try using different
styles in the same colour for wall and pendant lights.
Industville also offers a handy rewiring service, which means all of their
products can be rewired to alter the length, colour and style of the cable;
ideal for specific project needs. For the most creative of projects,
Industville also offers a selection of over 50 colours of flex. They offer
duo-colour cables for a retro-style, statement finish or one-colour wires in
a variety of twists for an elegant fitting with a touch of grandeur. All cloth

lighting cable is sold by the metre and can be cut in accordance with the
requirements of the room.

All of Industville’s lights are made of the highest quality raw materials
which are handcrafted to perfection so whichever design you choose; the
end result is sure to be a delight to behold.

